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Near-Field Deformation from the
El Mayor–Cucapah Earthquake
Revealed by Differential LIDAR
Michael E. Oskin,1* J Ramon Arrowsmith,2 Alejandro Hinojosa Corona,3 Austin J. Elliott,1
John M. Fletcher,3 Eric J. Fielding,4 Peter O. Gold,1 J. Javier Gonzalez Garcia,3 Ken W. Hudnut,5
Jing Liu-Zeng,6 Orlando J. Teran3
Large [moment magnitude (Mw) ≥ 7] continental earthquakes often generate complex, multifault
ruptures linked by enigmatic zones of distributed deformation. Here, we report the collection
and results of a high-resolution (≥nine returns per square meter) airborne light detection and
ranging (LIDAR) topographic survey of the 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor–Cucapah earthquake that
produced a 120-kilometer-long multifault rupture through northernmost Baja California, Mexico.
This differential LIDAR survey completely captures an earthquake surface rupture in a sparsely
vegetated region with pre-earthquake lower-resolution (5-meter–pixel) LIDAR data. The postevent
survey reveals numerous surface ruptures, including previously undocumented blind faults within
thick sediments of the Colorado River delta. Differential elevation changes show distributed,
kilometer-scale bending strains as large as ~103 microstrains in response to slip along discontinuous
faults cutting crystalline bedrock of the Sierra Cucapah.

O

ver the past century, most damaging
continental earthquakes have arisen from
multifault ruptures along incompletely
mapped fault arrays (1). Quantifying this hazard is
limited by inadequate understanding of the mechanisms by which faults link together to generate large earthquakes (2) and the difficulty of
deducing large, multisegment events from paleoseismic records of ancient fault slip (3). Observations of fresh earthquake surface ruptures
are critical to unraveling these problems because
these most clearly illuminate relations between
the paleoseismic record of faulting (at the surface) and seismic energy release that occurs predominantly at depth. In addition to the role of
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geometric fault segmentation in controlling the
potential sizes of earthquakes (3), other important relations include the distribution of slip with
depth (4, 5) and the related problem of distributed
deformation adjacent to faults (5–8). Well-studied
earthquake surface ruptures in California (9–11)
and elsewhere (12–15) have shown that earlier
geologic observations may miss essential components of fault-zone deformation and underestimate the potential for ruptures to jump between
faults.
The 4 April 2010 El Mayor–Cucapah sequence is a recent example of a large earthquake
generated by a complex, multisegment fault rupture (16, 17). Several faults—many but not all of
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which were mapped previously (18, 19)—linked
together to produce this moment magnitude (Mw)
7.2 earthquake. Because most evidence for ancient fault activity comes from the disruption of
landforms by meter-scale fault slip, high-resolution
light detection and ranging (LIDAR) topographic
surveys (>1 sample/m2) are valuable for delineating the extent of ancient ruptures, the detailed
geometry and offsets in recent earthquakes (20),
and, thus, the types of earthquakes that are likely to occur in the future. By immediately surveying the El Mayor–Cucapah surface rupture
and comparing these measurements to pre-event
LIDAR topography collected in 2006 by the
Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía
(INEGI), we quantify both slip and spatially distributed warping associated with the faults that
ruptured together in this earthquake.
To examine differential motion of the ground
surface due to the earthquake, we removed the
geoid correction from the pre-event LIDAR and
subtracted the resulting ellipsoid heights from
postevent LIDAR smoothed over a 2.5-m–radius
window (21). The resulting elevation-difference
map shows apparent vertical motion of the ground
surface (Fig. 1 and fig. S1). In areas of steep slopes,
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tween fault strands. For example, profile X-X′
(Fig. 2B and fig. S2) shows 1.1-m net down-tothe-northeast (NE) vertical motion via a combination of 1.6-m throw over two faults, and an
overall southwest (SW)–directed tilt that reaches
a maximum of 7 × 10−4 radians (rads). The block
between the two faults displays an additional
component of warping, with tilt ranging from
6 × 10−4 rads SW to 2 × 10−4 rads NE, yielding
a bending strain g = 400 mstr. Shear strains exceed 1000 mstr as slip trades off between westand east-dipping faults (fig. S3). These bending
strains persist well away (>100 m) from faults
observed in the field and mapped from postevent LIDAR. However, small faults with <3 cm
of vertical displacement cannot be detected from
the LIDAR, and faults with <1 cm of slip were
generally not mapped in the field.
Faulting within the PIAZ includes minor
SW-down dextral-normal slip along the Laguna
Salada fault, which last ruptured in 1892 with
up to 5 m of dextral-normal slip, producing an
earthquake exceeding Mw 7 (9). Surface slip in
2010 along the reactivated portion of the Laguna
Salada fault tapers southeastward away from the
PIAZ, diminishing to zero within a few hundred
meters. Elevation differences adjacent to the
Laguna Salada fault show recovery of the 2010
slip via near-field folding (within 200 m of the
fault) of the down-thrown block (Fig. 2B). This
short-wavelength deformation implies that this
fault slip was shallow.
The Indiviso fault zone is a previously unknown array of faults, first detected from radar

Fig. 1. Setting of El Mayor–Cucapah earthquake surface rupture and
LIDAR scan. (A) Regional active fault map compiled from pre-earthquake
sources (18, 19). The elongate yellow region denotes the extent of the
postearthquake LIDAR survey. (B) LIDAR-derived height-difference map
(post- minus pre-earthquake) for the Sierra Cucapah (see fig. S1 for a more
www.sciencemag.org
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pixel tracking (17), that cut recent sediments of
the Colorado River delta. The postevent LIDAR
data reveal an unusual style of surface rupture
expressed as linear shear zones, 10 to 50 m across,
that form kilometer-length curvilinear steps in the
elevation of the low-relief delta-plain (Fig. 3).
We detect up to 0.5 m of distributed, down to the
SW displacement, with maximum tilt approaching 2 × 10−2 rads at the center of the shear zones.
This tilt is greater than that observed in the
bedrock-dominated Sierra Cucapah, but still too
subtle to be detected by traditional field techniques. Detection of lateral slip is generally not
possible in the nearly flat landscape. However,
where linear cultural features, such as canal
levees, cross the Indiviso fault, the LIDAR data
are useful for reconstructing their pre-event
geometry and determining offsets (fig. S4). We
find dextral displacement of similar magnitude
(0.5 m) collocated with the zone of vertical deformation. This oblique slip has consistent sense,
but lower magnitude than that indicated by farfield observations (17).
The shear strains associated with slip along
the Indiviso fault are an order of magnitude
higher than those observed in between faults in
the PIAZ. The paucity of discrete faulting here
suggests that unconsolidated, fluid-saturated delta
sediments do not localize shear deformation as
readily as crystalline rocks and alluvial fan deposits of the Sierra Cucapah. Extensive liquefaction in the delta region, expressed by numerous
sandblow and lateral-spreading features, indicates
loss of shear strength of the uppermost sediments

Downloaded from www.sciencemag.org on February 9, 2012

apparent vertical motions are correlated with
slope facing direction. This arises from horizontal
displacement of topographic ridgelines due to
fault slip, as well as from residual systematic distortion present in the pre-event LIDAR survey
swaths. We focus here on the elevation alone, for
which airborne LIDAR data are most sensitive, in
two example areas with extensive pre-event topographic slopes of less than 3°, where the observed
elevation-differences are primarily due to tectonic
vertical motion of the land surface.
The Paso Inferior accommodation zone (PIAZ)
(Fig. 2) illustrates the trade-off in fault slip and
distributed deformation among a set of fault
strands within the northern Sierra Cucapah. The
dominant sense of fault motion here is eastside-down dextral-normal slip, stepping northwestward to structurally lower faults. This pattern
mimics the overall rupture throughout the Sierra
Cucapah (Fig. 1B), which is more complex in the
near-field than inferred from other remote-sensing
data (17). Nearby outcrops and mapped geologic relations (19) indicate that the PIAZ largely
involves crystalline bedrock buried by a thin
(<<1 km) cover of alluvium. LIDAR-derived elevation differences show how this thinly mantled
bedrock deformed in a distributed manner in response to slip along the PIAZ fault array (21).
Gradients in fault throw (vertical component of
slip) determined from fault-scarp mapping and
LIDAR-derived elevation differences produce alongfault shear strains, g ≤ 500 microstrains (mstr).
Elevation-differences also reveal that similar magnitudes of strain have accrued via warping be-

detailed version). Fault ruptures mapped from scarps in postevent LIDAR
data are shown as black lines. The black dotted line is the trace of the
1892 Laguna Salada fault rupture (9). Distributed deformation across the
Paso Inferior and Puerta accommodation zones separate localized slip
along principal faults.
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during earthquake shaking, which probably contributed to the distributed expression of fault slip
here. The uniformity of the width of the zone of
folding over several kilometers along strike (Fig.
3) indicates that the fault tip lies at a uniform depth
below the surface, consistent with reactivation of
an existing, but buried oblique-slip fault.
The comprehensive, near-field deformation
illuminated with high-resolution topography and
its comparison with pre-event data reveal substantial, shallow, distributed deformation surrounding faults that slipped during the earthquake. An
elastic rheology with embedded displacement
discontinuities provides a simple model to explain much of the smooth, kilometer-scale warping adjacent to faults (Fig. 2 and figs. S2 and
S3). Using a three-dimensional elastic dislocation
model (Fig. 2C), with oblique-normal fault slip
determined from field observations, we repro-

duce the overall pattern of subsidence and uplift,
as well as key details such as warping of the
footwall of the Borrego fault and reactivation of
the shallow portion of the Laguna Salada fault
due to stress transfer between faults of the PIAZ.
Large near-field strains emerge from the interaction of faults that slipped in the shallow crust
and greatly exceed the level of strain recovered
from interseismic elastic deformation across a
single locked fault zone. The differential LIDAR
does not directly indicate the processes by which
the high strains were accommodated. Coseismic
slip along numerous small faults may have led to
the observed deformation; however, its close
correspondence with modeled surface displacements (Fig. 2B) supports the inference that it
arose largely as a direct, elastic response to slip
along the mapped, discontinuous major faults of
the PIAZ.

Fig. 2. Differential LIDAR and elastic model of the southern half of the PIAZ.
(A) Elevation difference map showing distributed deformation as slip steps from
the NW Borrego fault into the PIAZ. East-west striping in height difference
reflects noise in the pre-event LIDAR. Black arrows show fault dip direction. (B)
Swath profile of elevation difference along line X-X′ in (A). Points are within 50 m
of the line as plotted. Outlier points result from noise and lateral displacement
of locally steeper topography and vegetation (fig. S2). (C) Elastic model, using
rectangular dislocations (table S1) and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, constructed in
Coulomb (31), showing vertical surface deformation due to imposed slip along

the PIAZ fault array. The model does not reproduce fault-slip gradients, and
some faults extend beyond the domain shown. Slip vectors point in the direction
of motion of the fault hanging wall. Modeled slip vectors match field observations of fault slip in the area shown, with the exception of faults E1 to E3,
where normal slip is 30% above the observed values to match the elevationdifference map. Coulomb stress change for oblique dextral-normal slip (rake
135°) along the Laguna Salada fault is shown for 500-by-500–m patches, from
the surface to 3-km depth, projected to the surface. Stress was calculated with a
shear modulus of 3 GPa, which is appropriate for damaged fault-zone rock (23).
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Though the distribution of strain we observe
is compatible with the elastic dislocation model,
its magnitude (>103 mstr) may exceed shallow
crustal rock strength. Intact granite will indefinitely support elastic shear strains above 3 × 103 mstr
in the uppermost crust (22), but fractured rock
masses are substantially weaker, especially within fault zones (23). Near-field distributed deformation from the Landers earthquake apparently
changed from elastic to anelastic deformation at
~1 to 2 × 103 mstr (24). Coseismic, shallow strains
in areas of structural complexity may commonly
approach this elastic limit, as implied by steep
coseismic slip gradients documented at stepovers
(25) and where ruptures terminate at asperities
(26). Because brittle rock strength is time-scale
dependent (22), large, nearly instantaneous elastic
strains induced by coseismic fault slip may be
transformed into permanent deformation by dis-
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Fig. 3. Postearthquake LIDAR-derived topography (4 m of total relief) along a portion of the Indiviso fault (see Fig. 1 for location). Arrows highlight end points
of shear zones recognized from topographic steps. Other elevation steps and lineaments are canals or boundaries of leveled agricultural fields.
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along short fault segments, accompanied by large
along and off-fault strains, provide key hazard
information, as such events probably involved
adjacent fault segments as parts of a larger surface
rupture.
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Propagation of Slow Slip Leading Up to
the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake
Aitaro Kato,* Kazushige Obara, Toshihiro Igarashi, Hiroshi Tsuruoka,
Shigeki Nakagawa, Naoshi Hirata
Many large earthquakes are preceded by one or more foreshocks, but it is unclear how these
foreshocks relate to the nucleation process of the mainshock. On the basis of an earthquake catalog
created using a waveform correlation technique, we identified two distinct sequences of foreshocks
migrating at rates of 2 to 10 kilometers per day along the trench axis toward the epicenter of the
2011 moment magnitude (Mw) 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake in Japan. The time history of quasi-static
slip along the plate interface, based on small repeating earthquakes that were part of the migrating
seismicity, suggests that two sequences involved slow-slip transients propagating toward the initial
rupture point. The second sequence, which involved large slip rates, may have caused substantial
stress loading, prompting the unstable dynamic rupture of the mainshock.

L

aboratory and theoretical studies have proposed that earthquakes are preceded by a
nucleation process where stable, slow rupture growth develops into unstable, high-speed
rupture within a confined zone on a fault (1–5).
The nucleation process has been discussed actively in association with the occurrence of foreshocks near the mainshock hypocenters and the

presence of short-duration initial phases in the
records of some earthquake events (6–10). A recent study on the 1999 moment magnitude (Mw)
7.6 Izmit, Turkey, earthquake suggested the possibility that the mainshock was preceded, for
44 min, by a phase of slow slip at the base of the
brittle crust (11). If this kind of premonitory slowslip behavior also precedes other large earthquakes,
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tributed yielding mechanisms, such as granular
flow (5, 6) or velocity-strengthening slip along
pervasively distributed fractures (27). Distributed
yielding is commonly expressed along faults as
fault-related folds, rock fabrics, topographic uplift, and gradients in cumulative slip and slip-rate
(8, 28–30). The time scale of this distributed yielding could be essentially coseismic or take months,
and it may be difficult to distinguish from other
coseismic deformation. Postseismic dilatancy recovery (6) could provide indirect evidence of its
occurrence.
If a substantial fraction of plate-boundary
motion is absorbed as distributed deformation in
zones of structural complexity, surface rupture
and strong ground motion hazard may be underpredicted. Paleoseismic measurements will underestimate fault slip rates at depth due to this
unaccounted deformation. In addition to slip rate,
maximum earthquake size may also be misjudged due to incomplete knowledge of the linkages between faults. These problems modestly
affect hazard from fast-slipping, well-localized
primary plate-boundary faults but can lead to severe underestimation of hazard away from primary faults where large (>Mw 7) earthquakes
along secondary fault arrays dominate strong
ground motions (1). As exemplified by the highly
segmented El Mayor–Cucapah surface rupture
and similarly sized historic events in southern California (9–11), anticipating the sizes of the largest
earthquakes along secondary fault arrays and the
shaking and rupture hazards that these pose to
critical facilities and lifelines requires careful attention to the extent and connectivity of mapped
active faults. Scarp-forming paleoearthquakes
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its knowledge should have crucial implications for
earthquake prediction and risk assessment. It is,
therefore, essential to scrutinize seismic records
of other large, well-recorded earthquakes in search
of similar nucleation processes.
The 11 March 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake
was the first Mw 9 event to be recorded by a dense
network of continuous and broad–frequencyrange seismic stations. The extremely large spatial extent of the event (up to ~500 km) is expected
to help study how it nucleated, providing an invaluable opportunity to elucidate preparatory processes for earthquake generation. The Tohoku-Oki
earthquake ruptured a megathrust fault off the
eastern shore of northern Honshu, Japan, where
the Pacific plate is subducting beneath a continental plate at a convergence rate of 10 cm/year.
According to the Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA) catalog, the mainshock was preceded by
foreshock sequences lasting 23 days (12), starting
with a burstlike seismicity in mid-February. The
largest foreshock was a Mw 7.3 event that took
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